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PROSPECTUS. 
This Institntion, conducted by the Fathers of the 
Society of Jesus, was opened for the reception of day-
scholars on the oth of September, I 886. It was incor-
porated by the Secretary of State, December 29, I 890, 
conferring on the College the power of giving the 
ordinary degrees. 
The Course of Study is the Classical Course, com-
pleted in six years. 
For pupils not sufficiently advanced to enter upon 
the Clas. ical Studies, a Pre- Academic Class has been 
added to the regular Course . Applicants for this class, 
however, must be able t o read, write, and spell credit-
ably, and in arithmetic they must know the four 
operations with whole numbers, and common fractions. 
The object of the Classical Cour e is to give the 
student .a thorough, liberal education. It has been 
found by long experience that this is the oniJ' Course 
which harmoniously and fully develops all the faculties 
of the mind, exercises the memory, cultivates a habit 
of reflecting, forms a correct taste, and teaches the 
student the best use of his powers. This Course 
prepares the student to excel in any pursuit, whether 
professional or commercial. The Cour e comprises 
Christian Doctrine, the Latin, Greek, and English 
languages; Rhetoric, Poetry, Elocution, and English 
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Literature; Mathematics, Physics, and Chemistry; 
History and Physical Geography; Bookkeeping, Sten-
ography and Typewriting. 
The degree of A. B. is conferred on those students 
who follow up the six years' Course of Classical and 
Scientific Studies by an additional year's Course of 
Mental Philosophy. 
Owing to the great importance now attached to a 
knowledge of German, every opportunity is offered to 
the students of perfecting themselves in this language. 
The study of French is optional. 
The cholastic Year consists of one session, which 
begins in the first week of September and ends in the 
last week of June, when the Annual Commencement 
and the Distribution of Premiums take place. 
The session is divided into two terms, the first 
ending on the 3 rst of January and the second in the 
last week of June. 
• 
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GENERAL REG ULATIONS. 
Admission.-Every student who applies for admis-
sion must furnish testimonials of good moral character. 
He will be examined and placed in that class for which 
his previous attainments have qualified him. 
Leaving the College.- Parents who wish to with-
draw their sons before the end of the session, are 
respectfully requested to give due notice of their inten-
tion to the Prefect of Discipline. ~Iany inconveniences 
will thus be avoided and order secured. On leaving, 
students should take their books, etc., with them, as 
the College is not responsible for any articles left 
behind. 
Competition-- Frequent written competitions take 
place, the results of which determine the standing of 
the student and the honors of the class. At stated 
times, literary entertainments are given, and premium 
cards awarded to such as have been distinguished for 
good conduct, application, and proficiency. 
Examinations.- Class specimens are given from 
time to time, and examinations are held at the end of 
each term . 
Promotions depend largely on the final examina-
tions, but mainly on the standing in class during the 
preceding year. 
Boarders are not admitted. Respectable boarding-
houses can be recommended by the College authorities 
to students from the country . 
-s-
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FEES AND EXPENS ES. 
Tuition per quarter, strictly payable in advance, 
!0.00. 
For Library, etc., per quarter, 'o.zs. 
EXTRA CHARGES. 
Drawing per quarter, S1.25. 
Diploma, ·s.oo. 
Books and Stationery are furnished by the College 
at current prices. 
Dinner can be provided daily at the College at a 
moderate charge . 
Damages to College property will be repaired at 
the expense of the ofiender. 
N . B. --Bills will be ent in the beginning of each 
quarter, viz.: In the beginning of September, in the 
middle of ovember, in the beginning of February, 
and in the middle of April. 
SPECIAL REGULATIONS. 
Home Study.-Parents are expected to insist on 
their sons' indispensable duty of home study. It is 
utterly impossible to accomplish the work laid out fo r 
each year, unless the students devote at least two or 
three hours daily to private study at home. 
Attendance.- Punctual attendance is earnestly 
recommended . Illness is, generally speaking, the on ly 
excuse for staying away. 
Parents are regularly informed of the non-attend-
ance of their son , who, in the case of absence, are 
invariably required to bring a note of excuse to the 
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Prefect of Discipline. If parents do not insist on home 
study and punctual attendance, they need not be 
astonished if their sons disappoint their expectations. 
Religious Training.- The Moral and Religious 
Training of the scholars being the most important part 
of education, the students are required to be present at 
Ma s every day, to make the Annual Retreat, and to 
go to the Sacraments at least once a month. 
Politeness.- Along with the Moral and ;_,rental 
training, the Faculty lay great" stress on the develop-
ment of the manners of perfect gentlemen. For faults 
committed outside t!te premises, the officers of the College 
are by no means responsible: should, however, any 
serious charge be sufficiently proved, the guilty will 
be punished according to the gravity of the offense. 
Paternal Government.- -The rules are enforced 
with gentleness combined with firmness, and punish-
ment is resorted to only when motives of honor, self-
respect, and religion fail. 
Reports.- Weekly reports are given respecting 
the students' conduct, application, attention, and 
deportment; parents are requested to sign these reports 
and to see that they are returned to the College. At 
the end of each term semi-annual reports will be sent 
to the parents to inform them of their sons' profi-
ciency in the various branches. 
School Hours.- The College is open every morn-
ing at 7: oo o'clock sun time. Those who come before 
the time of class should proceed at once to the study 
hall, and devote the interval to private study. All are 
required to be present five minutes before 8: oo o'clock, 
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at which hour the students hear Mass. Class begins 
at 8: 30 A . M. and continues to 1 r: so A. M. and r: oo 
to 2: 30 P . M. To excuse late arrival, be it on account 
of great distance or what reason soever, special arrange-
ments must be made with the Prefect of Discipline. 
Holidays.- Thursday is the weekly holiday, but 
should there be an extraordinary hollday during the 
week, classes may be continued as usual. Other holi-
days are all holy days of obligation, the national holi-
days, Christmas vacation from December 24 to January 
2, and Ea ter vacation from Wednesday in Holy Week 
to Thursday in Easter Week. 
School will reopen Wednesday, September 2, at 
9: oo o'clock A. M. 
It is highly important that all the students be 
present on the day of reopening, as those who come 
late find it difficult to make up for lost time. 
For further information, apply to 
THE REV. JOH I. ZAHM, S. J. 
-8-
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FAC LTV. 
REV. JOH1 I. ZAHM, S. J., 
l'reszdent. Pn:fect of Studies. Englz'sh and A lgebra. 
REV. JOHN B. THEIS , S. J., 
Prefect of Discipline. J::n;;lislt, Cltristian Doctrine and 
Boo/,./,:eeping. 
REV . H . BOEH fER, S. J., 
Chaplain. 
REV. FRANCIS]. HAGGENEY, S . J., 
.Junior Class. 
REV. JOHN SPIRIG, S. J., 
Sophomore Class. ,J.1oderator of the Debating 'oczety. 
REV. JOHN B. KESSEL, S. ]. , 
Fresltman Class. 
REV. FREDERICK L. ODENBACH, S. J., 
Physics , Chemistry and Physzcal Geo;;rapily. Curator of the 
Jlfuseum. Director of the llfeteorologzcal Observatory. 
ERNEST HOOGEvVERF, . ]., 
.If atlzematzcs. Assistant Prefect of Dzsciptz1u. 
FRANCIS X . EBRICH, S. ]. , 
First Academ:C Class . 
REV. JOH~ B. HEL. E , S. J., 
Second Academzc Class, Dzvzszim A. 
JAMES SCHMITT, S. J ., 
Second Academzc Class, Dzviszon B . 
REV. ANTHO.~. Y WILWERDING, S. J. 
Third Academrc Class , Dzvzszon A . 
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CIIARLES MEYER, S. J. , 
Tlzird , }cademic Class, Division B. Freuc!t. Director 
of College Cltoir. 
REV. MATTHEW PETERS, S. J. , 
Englislt. Clzristiau Doctri11e. 
JOSEPH FI K, S. J. , 
1lf atlumatics. "lzortlzand. Assistant Prefect of Discipline. 
V \LE TINE HORMES, S. J. , 
Pre-A cadenuc Class. 
- 10-
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BOARD OF TR STEES. 
REv. Jon r I. ZAIIM, S. J. , President. 
REv. MATTHEW PETERS, S . J., Treasurer. 
REV. J OIIr B. THEIS, S . J., 
REV. FRANCIS J. HAGGEr EY, S. J., Secretary. 
R EV. VICTOR SCIIEPPACII, S. J. 
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THE 
O'CALLAGHAN SCI-IOLARSHIPS. 
REV. E . M. O'CALLAGHAN founded two scholar-
ships for two boys studying for the priesthood. The 
holders thereof will be selected by the Pastor of St. 
Colman's. 
THE 
ST. ALOYSIUS SCHOLARSI-IIPS. 
These scholarships, five in number, were ·founded 
by a friend of the College, who wishes his name to 
remain unknown. 
THE 
FATHER LINDESMITH SCHOLAR HIPS. 
The REV: E. W . J. LINDESMITII founded two 
SGholarships for boys studying for the priesthood. 
The holders thereof will be selected by the Rt. Rev. 
Bishop. 
A scholarship consists in a donation of $r,ooo.oo. The annual 
income of this capital, put out at interest, will cover the tuition of one 
student for one year. Scholarships are applied to deserving students 
only. 
- 12-
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 
The President and Faculty wish to express their 
grateful acknowledgment for donations to the COLLEGE 
LIBRARY:-
RT. REV. IGNATIUS F. HORSTMANN, D. D., Bishop 
of Cleveland, "Demonstrations Evangeliques.'' 
VlETZER & WELTE, Kirchenlexicon, 1st ed!ie:le, and 
valuable books. 
MR. GUSTAVE STOECKEL, for collection of histori-
cal and scientific works. 
REV. ALEXANDER BAUMGART ER, S. J., for third 
volume of "History of the World's Literature." 
MR . W. H. ANTHO v, Celina, 0., "Depew Library 
of Oratory ." 
WILLIAM and JOSEPH STUBER, '' Masterpieces of 
Science.'' 
J . E. CLEERE, Buffalo, N. Y .. set of Fr. Finn's 
Works . 
To THE COLLEGE CHAPEL :- MRS. A. BEHRINGER 
and the MISSES A NA and CLARA KALTE BACH, Buf-
falo, N. Y. 
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COURSES OF STUDY. 
Pre•Acaclen,ic Class. 
CJtristian Doctrine- The Sacraments. 
acrcd 1-!istory- The ew Testament. Practical In-
structions. 
Englislt- Etymology repeated. elect parts of Syntax. 
Explanation, Repetition, Imitation of Select 
Pieces of the Reader. Grammatical Exercises. 
Spelling, Memorizing, and Declaiming. Easy 
Compositions. 
Latilt - General Knowledge of the Parts of Speech, 
with the most obvious rules . \Vritten exercises. 
/ lritlmzetic- Fractions repeated. Compound umbers. 
Percentage. 
Gcograplty- Eastern and Western Hemispheres. De-
tailed Geography of the United States. 
Penmanslzip and Drawiug. 
-14-
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ACADEMIC COURSE. 
Requiren,ents for Adn,lssion to Academic 
Ocpat•ttnent. 
The students applying to enter the Third Aca-
demic Class are supposed to be well grounded especially 
in Elementary English and Arithmetic. 
I.-ENGLISH. 
r . English Grammar: The common use of capi-
tals; parts of speech; declension and conjugation; 
classification of sentences; analysis of simple sentences. 
2. Reading: One or more paragraphs, new to the 
candidate are to be read at sight; distinct articulation; 
accurate and ready pronunciation; perception of the 
author's meaning, and oral production of the passages 
read, will determine the candidate's proficiency. 
3. Practical exercises, con isting in dictation and 
reproduction of easy selections from standard authors. 
4· Writing. 
5· Spelling. 
II.-ARIT!IMETIC. 
Notation and numeration; fundamental operations; 
multiples, measures and factors; fractions, common 
and decimal; denominate numbers and practical 
measurements; ratio and proportion; simple problems; 
percentage. 
III.-GEOGRAPHL 
The political divisions of each continent, or great 
division, with their capitals, chief cities, form of gov-
ernment and population, their industry- especially of 
North America and of the United State . 
-15-
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ACADEMIC DEPARTJVIE T. 
FIRST YEAR. 
Thlt·d Academic. 
C!tristian Doctrine - Part I. Faith. 
Latin- Grammar and Exercises. Etymology as far as 
the Irregular Perfects and Supines. Daily Oral 
and Written Exercises in Translating and Sen-
tence building. 
Englis!t-Syntax complete. Advanced lessons. Analy-
sis of simple, complex, compound sentences; 
the kinds, uses and classifications of phrases, 
clauses, sentences. Capitalization and punctu-
ation. Structure of sentences. Variation of 
subject, predicate, object; changes of person, 
participial construction of phrases, clauses and 
sentences. Changes from active into passive; 
enlargement, contraction, expansion of sentences; 
correction of faulty sentences. Letter wri.ting; 
paraphrasing, reproduction of selections from 
standard authors. Hints and general directions 
on composition. Select pieces read, explained, 
declaimed. 
A ritlmzetic- Review of Percentage with Practical 
Applications. 
Algebra- The Four Fundamental Operations. Fac-
toring. Simple Equations. Highest Common 
Factor. Lowest Common Multiple . 
History- History of Greece. 
Plzysical Geography. 
Bookkeeping. 
Slzortlzand. 
- r6-
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SECOND YEAR. 
Ckristian Doctrine- Part rr. The Commandments. 
Latin -Grammar and Exercises. Etymology complete. 
Syntax as far as the use of Dative Case. Nepos: 
Four or five Generals read, reproduced and 
imitated. 
Greek-Ist, 2d, and 3d Declensions. 
Eng!islt - Analysis continued. Classes and construc-
tion of the different parts of speech. Correction 
of faulty sentences. General exercises in variety 
of expressions; discriminating between ordinary 
synonyms. Composition: Paragraphing; prin-
ciples and practice of narrative; simple and 
complex narration; simple description of scenery, 
etc. Select pieces read, explained, declaimeu. 
Algebra- Fractions. Simultaneous Equations. Ine-
qualities. Involution. Evolution. Theory of 
Exponents . Radicals. 
HistorJ'-History of Rome. 
GeograjJity- Eastern Hemisphere. 
THIRD YEAR. 
Cltristian Doctrine-Part III. The Means of Grace. 
Latin- Grammar anti Exercises as far as Subjunctive 
with Conjunctions. Ccesar: De Bello Gallico 
explained in Latin, translated, reproduced, and 
imitated. Latin Conversation. 
Greek- Grammar and Exercises as far as the Verbs 
in mi. 
-17-
Englislt- Composition and Rhetoric. (Coppens, Books 
I, II. ) Qua1ities of style: purity, propriety, 
prectston. Figures of speech. Rules for con-
struction of sentences: clearness, emphasis, 
unity, force, euphony. 
Original descriptions and narrations. 
Reading: Irving's " Sketch Book"; Longfel-
low's " Evangeline"; " The Rime of the An-
cient Mariner.'' 
Matltcrnatics- Algebra: Quadratic Equations. Geom-Theory 
etry: Rectilinear Figures. The Circle. 
of Proportion. Similar Polygons. 
History- Teutonic Invasions and Settlements. Polit-
ical History from the Migration of I ations to 
the close of the Middle Ages . Church and 
State. The Crusades. The Islam. Character 
of the Period. 
- 18 -
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COLLEGIATE DEPARTME ~T. 
FOURTH YEAR. 
Fresh•nan.-(Hu tna n ities.) 
Evidences of Religion- (Wilmer's Handbook, Part III.) 
Christian Moral. 
Latin- Grammar and Exercises complete. Latin 
Prosody. Selections from Cicero, Livy, Ovid's 
Metamorphoses explained in Latin; translated. 
Latin Conversation. Translations from English 
into Latin. Original Composition. 
Greek- Grammar and Exercises: Verbs in mi; Irreg-
ular Verbs; Syntax as far as Prepo itions. 
Xenophon: Selections from Anabasis explained 
in Latin; translated into Latin and English. 
Enghslt- (Coppens, Books III, IV. ) Style in literary 
composition: beauty, sublimity, wit, humor, 
taste. Varieties , ornament and improvement 
c.f style. 
Advanced composition: e says, dialogues, 
outlines. 
l~eading: Macaulay's " Essay on Addison," 
Shakespeare's " Merchant of Venice,,. Scott's 
" Lady of the Lake." 
Jlfat/mnatics- Geometry: Areas of Polygons. Regular 
Polygons . Measurement of the Circle . Lines 
and Planes in Space. Polyhedrons. Cylinder, 
Cone, Sphere; their Measurement. 
History- Causes of the Protestant Revolutions . 
Protestant Revolutions in Germany, England, 
and Scotland; and Catholic Revival. Political 
H istory of the sixteenth, seventeenth, and 
eighteenth centuries . 
-19-
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FIFTH YEAR. 
Sophorno•·e.- Poet•·y.) 
E11idencr:s of Religion - (\Vilmer's Handbook, Part I.) 
Apologetics: Existence of God. Immortality of 
the soul. Religion. ReYelation. Christian 
Revelation The Church, its institution, consti-
tution, marks, teaching office. 
Latiu- Ars Rhetorica, Lib. III. Latin Grammar re-
vised. Cicero in Catilinam I, III, IY. Ora-
tions. Selections from Yergil's .l'Eneiu and 
Georgics. Latin Essays and Latin Explanation 
of Latin and Greek Authors. 
Creel.:- Grammar and Exercises: Syntax complete. 
Selections from Plato's Apologia and Homer's 
Odyssey. 
Englz'slt- (Coppens, Books V, VI.) History and 
nature of versification. Structure of verse. 
The nature of poetry. Poetic diction. Variety 
of poetry. 
History of English Literature from the begin-
ning of the seventeenth century. 
Composition, essays, original poems, transla-
tion of Vergil and Homer into English verse. 
Reading: Macaulay's " Essay on Milton," 
Milton's " Paradise Lost, " Shakespeare's 
'' Hamlet.'' 
Jl1at/zematics- Logarithms, Plane and pherical Trigo-
nometry. 
NaturaL Pltiiosoplty- General Physics: 
Introduction- general ideas, universal prop-
erties, universal forces, axioms. 
Mechanics- of solid bodies, hydromechanics, 
aeromechanics. 
-20-
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Molecular Physics: 
Simple harmonic motion. Theory of Waves. 
Sound. Optics. Heat. Electricity and 1Iag-
neti m. 
HistorJ' - Causes of the Revolutions of the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries. The French Revolu-
tion. Napoleon, his success and failure . Polit-
ical history of the nineteenth century . 
SIXTH YEAR. 
J u n i o r.-(R.hetori c.) 
Evzdenccs of Religion- CWilmer's Handbook, Part II.) 
God . Creator. Redeemer. Grace and :Means 
of Grace. 
Rltetoric - Kleutgen Ars dicendi . Pars IV. 
Applied to specimens: Critical examination of 
orations of Cicero, Demosthenes, St. John 
Chrysostom, Chatham, Burke, Pitt, Fox, Web-
ster, ewman. 
Practice in original work : Short papers, parts 
of orations throughout the year. Every month 
one complete speech in English and Latin. 
Critical essays on models. Daily practice in 
extem pore speaking and crit icism. L ectures on 
specified authors or orations. 
R eading: Goodrich, Specimens of British Elo-
quence . Mathews, Oratory and Orators . Ameri-
can Orators. 
L atin - R eading : Cicero: Pro Milone, De Imperio Cn . 
Pompeii ; pro Ligario. H orace: Odes, Epodes, 
Satires, E p is tl es. 
- 2 1 
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Exercises: Original Latin Compositions and 
Translations from Eng lish into Latin. Three 
tasks a week. Latin Explanation of Latin and 
Greek Authors. 
Greek~ Reading: Demosthenes' Orations. Homer's 
Iliad. Sophocles. 
Exercises: Translations of select passages into 
Latin; English into Greek. cSight reading. 
Englislt Literature- The Old English and Middle Eng-
lish Periods. Period of Modern English as far as 
the seventeenth century. History of American 
Literature. 
Reading: haucer's Prologue to the Canter-
bury Tales. Spencer's Fairie Queen. 
Shakespeare's Henry VIII. Julius Cc:esar. 
Essays in Criticism. 
Jllatlmnatics- Advanced Algebra: Theory of Quadra-
tic Equations. Indeterminate Equations. Pro-
gressions. Variation. Binomial Theorem, etc. 
Plane nalytic Geometry. 
Natural Pltilosoplty- Chemistry: 
Introduction- Chemical Changes, Chemistry 
of the Air, of Water, Oxygen, Nitrogen, Hydro-
gen and their compounds. 
Combining \\ eights ·-
Acids, Bases, eutralization, Salt . 
Atomic Theory, Atomic and 1olecu1ar 
\Veights, Valence. 
Classificalion of Elements-
Chemistry of Special Families-
Familiar Compounds of Carbon. 
Spectrum Analysis . 
• 
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History- American War of Independence. United 
States History to 186 1. The Civil War. Latest 
History of the United States . 
Selected Periods of General li is tory. 
SEVE~TII YEAR. 
Senio r. 
il1cntal P!tilosop!ty- Logic. General and Special Meta-
physics . 
.Jlforal Plulosoplty - Ethics and Natural Law. 
J!!atltematics- Solid Analytic Geometry. Elements of 
Differential and Integral Calculus. 
Astronomy. 
Political Economy. 
Zoology, BotallJ', Jlfineralogy, Pltysiology. 
Geueral Literature and ./Estltctics. 
ElGIITH YEAR. 
P ost·G•·adu a t e C o urse. 
Etlzics alld Political Economy continued. 
-23 -
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SOCIETIES. 
SODALITY OF THE ANNUNCIATION OF THE B. V. MARY. 
The Sodality was established February 2, 189 1. 
Its object is to foster in the minds of the students an 
earnest religious spirit, and e pecially a tender devotion 
to the :Mother of God. 
Director. 
REV. J. B. THEIS, S. J. 
Officers. 
First Term. Second Term. 
Prefect. 
vVrLLIA?-I NAsH . C. HUBERT LEBLO D. 
Assistants. 
jAME CUMMINS. 'WILLIAM ASII. 
J O.HN KA WCZINSKI. JAME · Cu 1MI 
Secretary. 
j OHN MERICKEL. jOH nlERICKEL. 
Treasurer . 
C. HUBERT LE BLOND. PETER Cox. 
- 24-
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EMIL SCIIAIDER. 
ALBERT ill ASA T. 
HERMAN LA G, 
]OII C\SEY. 
MARTI , McCAiarrY. 
PETER Cox. 
J AME . BY!{ ' E. 
]usn Co KEY. 
FRA1 CIS :.\lAERDER. 
PETER FEIT. 
THOMAS KIRBY. 
Cousultors. 
Sacristans. 
Organist. 
RAYMOND TRAYNOR. 
MARTIN M c CARTHY. 
Jon r CASEY. 
]AME BYR ' E. 
THOMAS KIRBY. 
jUSTIN CONKEY. 
WILLIAM GARYEL 
JOSEPH MULLEN. 
CIIARLE FREY. 
PETER FElT. 
EDWARD BURKE. 
RICHARD BRE l AN. 
- 25 -
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ST. JOHN BERCHMAN'S ALTAR SOCIETY. 
Moderator, . . . . . . . . FR,\::-<CIS X. EBRICil, S. J. 
President, . . . 
Vice-President, . 
Officers. 
C . HUBERT LEBLO ' D. 
. ALBERT }.L\SAT. 
JOGUES DEBATING SOCIETY . 
Moderato?', . . . R EV. Jor-r~ SPll IG, S . J. 
Officers. 
First Term . Second Terlll . 
Preszdent . 
THOMAS J. O'REILLY. \VILLIA:'If ~ ASII . 
Vice- President. 
JOliN i-lERICKEL. J OliN M ERICKEL. 
Secretary. 
EUGENE [ ORTON. EUGE 1 E ORTON . 
Treasurer. 
JAMES T . DAI LY . WILLIAM WILK UTAETES . 
Committee ou Eze?'cises . 
J i\ IES A. Cu:--nn:::--:s. 
WILLIAM NASH. 
C. HUBERT LEBLO D. 
HERMA T LANG. 
VI CE T MALECKI. 
JAME A. CUM:'IHNS. 
THO~IAS J. O'REILLY. 
C . H UBERT LEBLOND. 
GEORGE KOOB. 
HERMA I LANG. 
- 26 -
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COLLEGE CECILIA CHOIR. 
The object of the choir is to afford the students an 
opportunity of acquiring a musical culture, to increase 
the solemnity of Divine Service, and to enhance the 
splendor of the various festivals incident to college 
life. 
Dz'ra tor, 
CHARLES ::.lEVER, S. J. 
AL MNI ASSOCIATION 
- OF-
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE 
CLEVELAND, 0. 
Officers, 1903. 
Preszdent, . . . . . . REV. T. C. 0' REILLY, D. D. 
Ist Vice-Prcszdent, . . n1R . ROBERT E. FISHER, ESQ. 
2d Vz'ce-President, . l\IR. WM. A. CAREY, ESQ . 
Secretary, . 
Treasurer, 
1/z'storian, 
Clzap!az'u, . 
. MR. J OSEPH H . \ VEKNEMAN, ESQ . 
. ::.IR. ROBERT P. GRIBBEN. 
. REV. T. F. FAilE\'. 
. R EV. E. M. O'HARE. 
(MR. Lours I. LITZLER, E Q. 
h-xecuti1.1c Conwzt'ttee. ~ MR. E . 0. H oucK, M. D 
l RE V. ] OHN POWERS. 
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T. IGNATIU COLLEGE, 1902 1903. 
THE T DE TS' LIBRARY. 
The object of the Library is to foster a taste for 
good and useful reading. 
The Circulating Department, accessible to all 
students twice a week, comprises some fifteen hundred 
volumes of choice literature, carefully selected with a 
view to the needs of the college tudents. 
In the Reading Rooms, the leading Catholic jour-
nals and magazines, together with valuable works of 
reference, are placed at the service of the students, 
thus affording them ample opportunity of becoming 
acquainted with the current news, and of forming 
sound opinion upon important questions of the day . 
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T. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, 1902 1903. 
ST. IG ATIUS COLLEGE ATHLETIC 
SSOCIATIO 
The object of this Association is to promote phy-
sical culture. It possesses a well equipped gymnasium. 
Two successful exhibitions were given during the 
course of the scholastic year. 
Officers. 
REV. ]. B. TIIEI.' S. J .. 
E. HOOGEWERF, . J., . 
iVfoderator. 
Instructor. 
The gold medal presented by the REv. TIIOMAS 
C. O'REILLY, D. D., was awarded by vote of the 
members to 
JAMES SCULLIX. 
Next w Merit. 
W ALTER W E DELKE . 
WILLIAM WILKUTAETES. 
RICHARD P. GIBBOJ\'S. 
J AMES DUJ\'N. 
FRANK Du ' N. ARMIX HEROLD. 
J OHN LYNCH. 
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S T. I G1. A TIUS COLLEGE, 1902- 1903. 
CATALOGUE OF STUDENTS. 
A NTHONY, WE~CESLAUS 
A TIIO Y, vVILLIAM 
ARTIIU R, C HESTER 
BARSA, J ERR\" 
BARTELME, j OSEl'ft 
BECKA, j OH 
B OETTCHER, CARL 
BRADY, J OliN 
BRASSELL, \ VI'LLIAM 
BRE~~A , GEORGE 
BRENNAN, RICHARD 
BROWr , J O EPH 
BRUCKER, jOSEPII 
BURKE, EDWARD 
BYRNE, j AMES 
BYR 'ES, W ILLIAM 
CAHILL, EDWARD 
CAINE, T IIO:"IfAS 
CALLAIIA l' CLIFFORD 
C ARABELLI, CHARLES 
C AREY, ROBER/f 
C AREY, vV ILLIAM 
CARAlll E, j O'HN 
CASEY, j OHN 
CHARVAT, j !AMES 
ClEGOTURA, A THO y 
COLE, J AMES 
Co LGA , J AMES 
COLLINS, N EILS 
CONKEY, j USTI 
CONRY, E DWARD 
COHRIGAN, } OII 
CORRIGAN, W ILLIAM 
Cox, PETER F . 
CROTTY , ARTHUR 
CROTTY, OSWALD 
CUMMINS, jA.\fES 
URRY, J O UN 
DAILEY, J AMES 
D'ALTON, C II ARLES 
DEER I G. JOliN 
D EER! G, LAWRENCE 
D EGRIES, EDWARD 
DE 1PSEY, EDWARD 
D EMP EY, j O. EPH 
D EJ\[PSEY, HEr RY 
D EMPSEY, M IC H AEL 
D IK, CLAHENCE 
D ISTER, ALBERT 
D UNN, F RANK 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, 1902 - 1903. 
Du ' ~, J A:-.r 1 ~ s 
DYAS, CIJARLES 
Escn, vVILLIAM 
FAHEY, EDWARD 
FASS~ACIIT, EDWARD 
F EIT, PETER 
FINUCAN, STEPHAN 
F LY ' N, GEOl~GE 
FJ{ASER, jAMES 
FREY, CHARLES 
GALLAGHER, T!IOMAS 
GA NON, WILLTA:'II 
GARVEY, EDW·ARD 
GARVEY, j A:'11ES 
GEDEO , j OlT 
GIBBONS, RTCliARD P. 
GIEL, FRANCIS 
GLEASON, CHAHJ .ES 
HEAGAN, j Oil ' 
HENZY, PATRICK 
HEROLD, ARMIN 
HOGAN, FRA CIS J. 
HoY ES, ]orr F. 
HUG!IES, LEO 
HURD, JOY 
!DZIKOWSKI, FLOH\'AN 
JINDRA, ANDREW W. 
KA;\fPMANN, GEORGE 
KAWCZYN . KI, ]OI-I ' 
KEAN, \VILLIA?II 
KEEFE, j Oil . 
KEIPER, ALFRED 
KILROY, EDWARD 
KILROY, j OJI~ 
KIRBY, THOMAS 
KLAFCZYN. KI, RO;\IAN 
G 'IEWKOWSKI, STA 'ISLAS KLEIN, j ACOB 
GORMAr , HAROLD 
GRABE 'STETTER, ALBERT 
GREIF, ALOYSIU. 
GREIF, CHARLES 
HAGGERTY, WILLIAM 
H AMM , ER 'EST 
HAMMER, LEO 
HA LEY, jAMtS 
HARRI1 GTON, WILLIAM 
KNIOLA, BERNARD 
KOCKER., ~ICIIOLAS 
KOOB, GEORGE 
KRAL, CYRIL 
KRESl A, j OSEPII 
KROFT, A TIIONY 
KUNDTZ, THEODORE 
LANG, HERMAK 
LEBLOND, C. HUBERT 
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ST. IGNATI S COLLEGE, 1902 - 1903. 
LENZ, JOIIN 
Lr ·G, BE 'JA:\11 ' 
L OVELL, JULIUS 
LY CH, J on 
1CCARTIIY, MARTIN 
M cCORMACK, ANDREW 
McCOR:\1ACK, MARTIN 
McDONAGH, VliLLIAM 
McDoNOUGH, JAMES 
McDo 'OUGII, TIMOTHY 
M cGOVER ' , HU(~Il 
M CGUIRE, THOMAS 
M GUSH! , J A:\1ES 
M cKEARNEY , THOMAS 
11cKENr A, }OliN 
M cKE NEY, PATRICK 
M cKE EY, Trro IAS 
MAERDER, FRANC! 
MAilER, HENRY 
MALECKI, \~1 1CE1 T 
1;.\ G, \VILLIAM 
MANNI:KG, T!IOMAS 
MARCHANT. FRANCI 
MARLEvVSKI, ANTHONY 
MARTIN, JOHN 
MA AT, ADALBERT 
MATUSKA, I GNATIUS 
MAY, FRANCIS 
M EADE, Jort ' 
M EADE, PATRICK 
l-IE RICKEL, J OliN 
11INARIK, FRA 'CIS 
MOCKLER, TllOllfAS 
MOENICH, CHARLES 
MRAZ, GEORGE 
M ULLEN, j OSEPH 
:MuLLIGAN , TrroMAS 
MURPHY, FRA ' CIS 
l\!URPIIY, PATRICK 
MURPHY, RAYM01 D 
MuRPHY, \VILLIAM 
l.!UTH, VlTLLlA 1 
NASll, V\TrLLIAM 
NEARY, EDWARD, 
N ORTO , EUGEr E 
Nou EK, VlE CESLAS 
0\VAK, \VENCE LAS 
O'BRIEN, CHARLES 
0' BRIEN, WILLIAM 
O'REILLY, THOMAS 
0LINSKY, FELIX D. 
OLM TEAD, HERBERT 
PAWLAK, FRANCIS 
PRECHTL, AUGUSTINE 
PREUSSER, ALBAN 
PRICE, JOH T J. 
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ST. IGNATI S COLLEGE, 1902 - 1903. 
QUIN , j OSEPH 
R ADASZEWSKI, FRAN CIS 
REIDY, LEWIS E. 
RILEY , MICHAEL 
ROSI SKI, BENEDICT 
R os r rsKI, FRANCIS 
ROTH GERY , jOII 
RYLE , ]OH 
SCIIAIDER, EMIL L. 
SCHIRMER, WILLIAM 
S CHMITT, WILLIA 1 
S CHLITZ, JOSEPH 
SCHMOLDT, RAYMOND 
S CI-IRAFF, FRANCIS A. 
SCHREINER, CHARLES 
S CHUHMA HER, Eo 1U D 
S CHWARTZ, HUBERT 
SCULL! , J AMES 
SEXTO ' FRANCIS 
SHEPARD, FRA CIS 
SKONIEZKA, jULIAN 
SMITH, ] or-r 
SMOLIK, STANISLAS 
SPANOWSKI, j OSEPIT 
SPITZIG, EDWARD 
SPITZIG, J OSEPI-I 
SPTTZTG, LOUTS B. 
SROKA, JOHN 
STANTO , FRA CIS 
STANTON, Vr CE T 
STEWART, ROBERT W. 
STUBER, FRANCIS A. 
SULLIVA ' EDWARD 
SUTTON, J OSEPH L. 
SWEE EY, DOMI ICK. 
SZEZERBACKI, JOliN 
·x·szEMPLACIIOWSKI, J os . F. 
TEKNIPP, FRANCfS 
TE PAS, ALBERT H. 
TERLEP, MATHIAS 
TERWOORD, FRANCIS 
TESLIK, CLAUDE 
TRACY, jOHN 
TRAI OR, JOSEPH 
TRAYNOR , RAYMOND 
VANCE, DANIEL 
VANCE, WILLIAM W. 
VVACH SMANN, ERWIN 
WAGNER , CHARLES 
WAGNER, LEO 
W ALDEISE , JOliN 
WALKOWIAK, F RA Cl S 
vV ARD, ROBERT 
WENDELKEN, WALTER 
WENZ, J AMES 
WIEDERKEHR, j OSEPI! 
·x· Died during year. 
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ST. IGNATI S COLLEGE, 1902-1903. 
WILKUTAETES, WILLIAM 
WOLFRAM, JOSEPH 
\"'OLTERS, HENRY 
ZENKERT, CHARLES 
ZOULEK, J OII 
Zu T, JosEPH 
ZURLINDEN, EDGAR 
ZYBURA, JOSEPH 
., 
I 
t 
l ST. IGNATIUS COLLE~E. 1902 1903 . 
- By the-
FRESHrlAN AND I. ACADEMIC CLASSES 
November 14, 190::1 . 
r. The Merchant of Venice (Act 11, Scene 11) . 
Launcelot . . . . CARL Dv AS 
Old Gobbo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EnwARD CoNRY 
2. Value of Tran~lation for the Study of English. 
1. Principles of Translation . . 
11. A Specimen of Translation . 
m. Advantages of Translation . 
I V. Advocates of Translation .. 
. WE~>TESI.AS Now AK 
. . . J Oil ' CASP:Y 
RIC ' I!ARil GIJSIIONS 
] os&rll Se ll J.JTZ 
3· Diviciacus implorat impetratque auxilium Cresaris contra Ario· 
vis tum. 
C<esar ..... . 
Diviciacus . . . . 
. . N. COLLINS 
'l'IIOMAS KIRBY 
4· The Knight's T oast . . . . .. ]. Bv RNE 
5· Gregory VII and Henry IV.-Historical Essay. MARTIN McCARTHY 
- 35 -
ST. IGNATIUS COLLE(; E, HJ02 1903 . 
'1l'ebafe on r!Oocio (iz nt 
- By the-
Jogues Debating Society of Saint Ignatius 
College. 
In honor of the Rr. RE\. IG ' ATIUS F . l!nRS'I \I ANN, D. IJ. , Bishop of 
Cleveland. February .;, 1903. 
UBJECT-" Will Socialism remedy the evils in the 
present condition of society?'' 
C!tat'rman . . . . 
Fz'rst Affirmative . 
F£rst Negatt've . . 
Second Affirmatz've, 
Second Negative 
. JOLIN T IL KAWCZY 'SKI. 
. WILLIAM S. ASH. 
. JAMES A. CUMMINS. 
. C. HUBERT LEBLO D 
. TllOMA. J. 0' REILLY. 
Judges of t!te Debate: 
TheRE\'. P. FARREL, D . D., Chairman. 
T he R EV. J. MACHALE. The H OK. T. M. KE NEDY. 
The REV. W. S. KRESS. DR. T . A . BURKE. 
.. 
ST. ICNi\TIUS COLLEGE. 1902- 1903. 
~ha.n~e-rbcg 
A Hl.~torical Drama in Four Acts. 
AT THE OPERA HOUSE, 
May 19, 1903. 
DRAMATIS PERSON.E. 
GL:orgc Kastriota, called Skanclcrbcg, Prince of 
Epirus and Albania ..... . 
John, his son . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dekachin ~Generals of Skanderbeg 
Manesa ' 
Contarini, a obleman of \'enice and Albanian 
Commander . 
Bathory Albanian Nobles 
Matthias } 
Daynum 
George Alexis, a Captain in the Albanian Army. 
Tcherowitch, a Banker and Dealer in Arms . 
Balaban, a Turkish Commander . . . . . . 
I-Iassumbeg, a Captain of Turks . . ... . 
Bassa, a Turkish General and Ambassador . 
A Gypsy ......... . 
Toni } . 
B Solcl!ers of Manesa osco 
Pages . ..... . 
ALBA:\'IA CITIZENS. 
. Tllo\IAs J. o· R ,.,, 1.v 
. . C t\1{1 . DYAS 
\VJLLlA\1 ::\' A'll 
JMIE Ct · \1~11:\S 
EDWAKIJ c. F ,\ SS!\'M'IIf' 
]011 . CASEY 
J A\IES Scuu.Ir; 
::\' EIJ. Cou.1NS 
. J osEPII ..\. Sc11 LITZ 
. RH HAKI> P. GII :HONS 
MAin 1:-.- McCAW! HY 
\\'". F. H .\GI ;f:I{'J y 
\\'EM ESI.AS :\'OWAK 
AI.HER'J J. i'vfA S,\ T 
EDWARD • l'l'J'ZH; 
GEOR(:E L. KooB 
JOII . IIE\GA:\ 
R ICHAR D B!{E:-I'A" 
Edward Garvey, James Byrne, Robert \Vard , John Lynch, 
Charles D. O'Brien, Louis Spitzig. 
ALBANIAN SOLDIERS. 
Edward Burke, Edward Conry, Peter Cox, Joseph Trainor, 
Frank i\linarik, James Hanley, Charles A. Zenkert, 
Louis Reidy. Peter P. Feit. 
TURKISH SOLDIE RS. 
T homas Mockler, Thomas Manning, Joseph Spitzig. James Byrne, 
Charles O 'Brien, Robert Ward, Ilarry Dempsey, John Lynch. 
Wess Anthony, Erwin Wachsmann. 
STAC; E MANA<;Elz. 
C. ll llJH.RT L~:BJ.ONIJ 
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ST. IG ATTFS COLLEGE, 1902 19o .~ . 
_.$evenf~enth ')l[nnua l CSl:omm~n~:~menf. 
Friday, June 19, 1903. 
PROGRAM. 
STRUGGLE FOR l<:MANCIPAT!Ol'\ IN TilE NINETEENTH 
CENTURY. 
Political Emancipation-
Daniel O'Connell, Oration . . . . . 
Freedom of Conscience and Worship-
Herman von Mallinckrodt, Oration 
Personal Liberty-
Abraham Lincoln, Oration 
Conferring of Diplomas .... 
. .• 'VIl. I.IAM S. N AS II 
. TwntAs]. O'REILLY 
c. liUHERT LKBI.ONIJ 
Address to the Graduates ........... REv. Tl!os. F. MAllON 
Award of Prizes ......................... . 
. ~ 
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ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, 1902 - 1903. 
CERTIFICATES. 
Certificates for com pleting the Course of Studies 
were awarded to the following students: 
JAMES A. CUMMINS, 
EDWARD C. FASSNACHT, 
EDWARD GARVEY, 
LEO 0. HAMMER, 
JOHN T. KA WCZYNSKI, 
JOHN H. KILROY, 
C. HUBERT LEBLOND, 
WILLIAM MANG, 
ADALBERT J. MASAT, 
JOH A. MERICKEL, 
THOMAS P. MULLIGAN , 
WILLIAM S. NASH, 
EUGENE NORTON, 
THOMA J. O'REILLY, 
EMIL L. SCHAIDER, 
FRANK A. TERWOORD, 
WILLIAM WILKUTAETES. 
- 39 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, 1902 1903. 
DISTRIB TION OF PRIZES. 
COLLEGIATE OEPARTnENT . 
..Junio r-. 
(;old Medal, presented by Rt. Rev. :'lfgr. Felix ?ll. Boff, V. C., 
was awarded to 
\VlLLit\ M . NA. I I. 
Premiums awarded to 
T! TOM1\ S J. O'REILLY, C. I [ LI3J<:RT LE BLO~m , JOl i N 
T. K.A \VCZV,\'Sn, ED\\'ARD C . 1'!\SSNAC IIT. 
Distinguished in 
RV!IJRNCRS OF RI~L!G!Oi\"- 1 , 1 ~0 0. HAi\[~ [ 1 -:H., j t\ !111<: 
:\. CUi\IIIUN , AIHLBERT J. :\1ASAT, E I) \\'ARI) 
F. GARVEY, JOHN H . KILROY, JO I fN 
:rvlERICIZEL, THOJ\ IAS P. MULLICAN. 
Jj/JJN-FRM\K A. TERWOORD, ADA LBERT J. MA. 1\'J' . 
GRRRK-ADALBERT J. MASAT. 
RNCJJS!f- j :\':11ES A. C i\IAII S, EDWARD F. GARVEY, 
THOMAS P. fULLIGA N. 
AfATJJRMATICS- LEO 0. HAMMER, jOHr H . I.;:ILROY, 
T HOMA. P. MULLiCA . 
.1/JSTORY- JA I ES A. C MMl NS, EUGENE ORTO~. 
-40-
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, 1902-1903. 
Sophomore. 
Distinguished in 
EViDEN CES OF RELiGiON-GEORGE L. KOOB, 
RAYMOND TRAY OR, VINCENT M LECKI, 
HERMAN LA 1G, EDWARD J. 'PTTZIG, 
jAi\IES T. DAILEY. 
LA T/N- RA Yi\10ND TRAY OR. 
C.RE.EA"-HERMA LANG, RAYMOND TRAY 10R. 
Ei':CLiSH GEORGE L. KOOB, HERMAN LA 1C, 
VI CE 1T MALE KJ. 
Preshrnen .. 
Gold Medal, presented by Theodore A. Weed, i\I. D. , was 
awarded to 
i\IARTIN i\IcCARTHY. 
Premiums awarded to 
JOSEPH CHLITZ, WE1 CESLAS 1 OWAK, EDWARD 
BURKE, EDWARD CO 1RY, JOB CASE\', 
RICHARD GIBBONS. 
Distinguished in 
EViDENCES OF RELiGiON- CHARLES ZENKERT, 
CHARLES DYAS. 
ENGLiSH-CHARLES DYAS. 
HiSTORY-CHARLES DYAS, CHARLES ZE KERT. 
-41-
, T. IG1 ATIUS COLLEGE, 1902 190 3. 
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT. 
(;o ld ".\! eda l, p resented by Rev. Nichol as l'! eil , was awa rd ed to 
PF<~TER COX. 
Premiums awa rd ed to 
TIIO".\fAS KIRB\' , JOH~ HR,\1)\·, !lARRY DEMPSEY, 
FR .\~K. ".\fl~ARTK, JOSEPH TR.\1:\'0R, FR.:\ XK 
STCBER, ROBERT .TEW.\ RT, ROBERT WMW. 
C!IN!.'>'T.IA.N 
H\"R:\ E, 
Distinguished in 
DOCTRINR-\V l ~SS :\ , TflON\' , _1 .\ :\ll ·:S 
J>ETI·:R FElT, J .\:\ 1 E. \\' l•: x z, ER\Vl:\' 
\L\Cll ;\l.-\.1\:\, 1·: 1) \\':\RD ' :\I f i LL, _1 .\ .i\fE 
. CL'LLIX, JOSEPH 1',\ :\'0\\ 'SKJ. 
CNREJ\'-JA:'I!ES \\' ENZ, ER \\'JX \\'.\Cll M.\ l\.1\, FR.\ NK 
SEXTO~, EDWARD CAH1LL, \\'I':SS AJ'\Tl-101\V. 
E .\ .CL/. /.1- CH.\ RLES O' Bh.TE:\', \\'[Lf.TA".\f BR:\ ELL, 
:\ElL OLI.l~ ·, FRAl\'K M t\\', ED\\' A RD CAHILL, 
JA:'IIES ClJLI.I1 , ]0 EPH SPITZIC~. 
GROJ.IETRY- WE 'S ANTHOi\Y, AR?Iflr HEROLD, 
JO EPH SP,\ NO\\'SKI. 
.1.1./STOR Y- JAnlES \VENZ, \\'ESS ANTHON\', ED \\'.\ RD 
CAHILL, ERWIN WACHS:\J.t\NN. 
-42-
ST. IGl\ATHJS COLLEGE, 1902 1903. 
Second Acudc•,ic. 
Division A. 
Co ld :-.redal, presented by ReL (;ilhe rt P. J efmings, was awa rded to 
Jl"STI:\ CO.\'KE\' . 
Premiums awarded to 
ST:\ 1 ISL\S S.\fOLII-.:., JOSE !'If IH RTEI.,\1 E, 1-:I)C,\ R 
Z RI.J:\I>E:\ , \\"JLI.I.\;o.[ .\,\'THO:-J\', BE:\j .\:\fl:'\ 
Ll :\C , ,\Lilt\,\' I'RELrS "ER. 
Distin ~:,rui sh ed in 
CJIN!.)"Tf/IX JJOC'l:RJX!~· .JO!I0: 1.\':\CII , \\"I LI.J.\.\[ 
.\JL"TH, JOII~ BI ~CKA, \\'II.I.L\.\l C.\RE\", GEORCI~ 
.\IRA/., TIIO.\L\S .\IOCKLI-<: R. 
J...A T!X- C I.:ORC; I·: WZ.\ Z, \\"1 Lf.lA.\1 .\ll"TH, 
J0110: BECK,\. 
CRERA"- CEORGE .\fRAZ, \\"fi.LI .\:\f .\WTH , 
R:\\'.\10.\'D KJ..\FCZ\':\ KJ. 
ENCU.)"/1- \VTJ.I.JA.\f C.\RI •: \', JOII:\ 1.\'.\'CII, THO.\L\ · 
i\IOCKLER, ?lflCil.\EL RJ LE\', WALTER 
\\" E:\]) I·~ I .K E.\'. 
ALGRRRA- \\"ALTER \\'El\'DELKEJ\', \\' ILLit\t.l C ... \RE\', 
GEORGE ?IIRAZ, .JOW\ JX.\'CH, JOH.\' HECKr\, 
~\UCHAEL RILE\' . 
.f/JSTORY- \\TLLIA".\f .\f TH, JOH.\' LYNCH, LA\\"RENCI·: 
DEERJNG, WJLUA".\J C REY, 1ICHAEL RILE\". 
.h'OOA".A'FHP.lAG- LA\VREKCE DEERJ.\'C, JOH L\':\CH, 
\VlLLIAl\1 MUTH, .\11 HAEL RILEY, \V. LTER 
\\'E.\' D ELK EN. 
- -+3-
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, 1902-1903 . 
Division B. 
Gold l\fedal, presented by Hon. F. V. Faulhaber, was awarded to 
JA;.IE A. CARVEY. 
Premiums awarded to 
ED\\' RD J. KILROY, JOHN s;.nTH, GEO. A. BRENr AN, 
EDWARD EARV. 
Distinguished in 
CHRJC.,'TIAN DOCTRINE- JOH \VALDEISEN, JOH 
ZO LEK, JOH r PRICE, ED\V RD SULLIVAN, FRAr K 
1AERDER, CHARLES Gl ElF, PATRICK 
HENSEY, JOHr CARRABI E. 
LATIN-JOH W LDEISEr, JOHN ZO LEK. 
GRERK-JOHN vVALDEISE 
ENGLl H- JOHN PRICE, ED\\'ARD ULLI\':\N , 
JOH TRACY, JO EPH QUI N, 
ALGEBRA- EDWARD SULLIVA r, JOH PRICE, 
PATRICK HEN EY . 
.lllSTORY-JOHr \VALDEI E , EDWARD S LLl\'A 
CHARLE GREIF. 
- 44 -
ST. IG A TIUS COLLEGE, 1902- 190 3. 
Third Aca demic. 
Divis ion A. 
Cold Medal, presented by Rev. Casimir Reichlin, was awarded to 
JOHN MARTI . 
Premiums awarded to 
RICHA I D BREN t AN, ]0 EPH l\I ULLE , JOHN HEAGA , 
JOHN CORRIGA , JOH RYLE, JULIAN 
"KO JECZKA, THEODORE K 1 DTZ, 
DO:.rr ' IC SWEE EY. 
Distinguished in 
CHRIS TIA N DO CTRIN E - WILLIAM HARRINGTO r , 
\VILUM-1 MURPHY, MARTIN McCORMACK, THOt.IAS 
McKE1 IEY, LEO H GHES, OSWALD CROTTY, 
EDWARD DE IPSEY, WILLIAM CORRIGAN, 
ANTHO Y CIEGOT RA, JULIUS LOV-
ELL, JOSEPH BRUCKER. 
ENGLISH- THOMAS McKE NEY, LEO HUGHES, 
WILLIA?II ORRIGAN, WILLIAM III RPHY, 
MARTIN McCORYIACK. 
ALGEBRA-EDWARD DEMPSEY, WILLIAt-1 CORRIGA , 
J Ll S LOVELL, WILLIAM HARRINGTON, MARTI:--J 
McCORMACK, THOMAS 1cKENNEY, 
WILLIAM MURPHY. 
H.!. TOR Y- WILLIA f MURPHY, MARTir :.IcCORt-IA K, 
THOMAS McKE1 r EY, 0 WALD CROTTY. 
PHYSICAL GEOGR APHY-THOMAS McKENNEY, 
LEO HUGHES. 
BOOKKEEPING-WILLIAM HARRINGTON. 
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Division 1:1. 
Gold i\Tedal, presen ted by 11r. H enry Trenkamp, was awarded to 
C \ RL FRE\'. 
Premiums awarded to 
FR.\NK WALKO \\'JAK, \VILLL\ ~f ;YA:\CE, .\ NDRE\V 
~fcCOIOL\CK, \\'ILLI. \ !1[ O 'B RIEN, JOH;\ LE.\' Z, 
\\'ILLI:Uf CJ-DflTT, A.\'DRE\\' JI NDRA, 
m: EDICT ROSli\SKl. 
Distinguished in 
CJIRISJIA.\ ' DOCTRIJ\ -1\-FI•:LIX OLTNSK\', \VLLLL\ 
SCH J R,\[I~R, FRAi\K SCHR.\ FV, FRA K TEKNIPP, 
CARL \ \'AC:\ER. 
! .A TJ.N FELIX 0 Ll:\'Sf-.:: \', .]. \ lifE COLE. 
Hi \'&JJS/1- P.\TRICK i\ lcK I•:Xi\EY, JOHN DEERI G . 
ALCIUJRA- CA RL \\',\ (;l\ER, \\'ILLIAi\f SCHIRJ\IJ<:R, 
H BERT SCI-:1 \\'Al TZ, PATRICK 1fcKE:Nl'n~Y, 
CA I-lL ~IOEN LCH, Fl{:\ l\ I( SCHRAFF. 
JJJ.C.,'TOR ):..-JOli N I)EERJNG, FRANK TEKi\'IPP, FELIX 
OLIN K\', JAi\fE COLE. 
Pl! l SJCAJ.. GROGR.APJn· C:\ RL \\'AGNER, HUBERT 
SCHWARTZ . 
.BOOA'KRRP/i \ 'G- PATR I K :--I cK I~ Ni\'EY, BERr :\RD 
KN IOLA, C:\ RL \\'AC t ER. 
ST. IG IATIUS COLLEGE, 1902 - 1903. 
P•·e-Acadomic Class. 
Cold J\Ieclal, pre:entecl by a friend of the college, was awarded to 
])A 1IEL \'.\ NCE. 
Premiums awarded to 
1(;:\".\TJ . :\TAT 'SKt\ , jOSEPH 
i\Tl!RPHY, CLARE1\'CI·: J)lK, 
JO.'EPH \\'IEDERK.l~HR, 
K.RI•::I:-\A, PATRICK 
CL\ DE 1E LIK, 
HERBERT 
Of.:'ll 'TI·:AD, :\NTHO:-\\" 
:\LARLE\\'SK.I. 
Distinguished in 
CHNJST!AN DOCTR!"Vh'- JOHN CURRY, JOHN ZL":\"T, 
l-IAROLI) COR;\•TAN, JOSE i>H UTTON. 
S/1 CR F,J) JJ!STOR J:.-HAROLD GOR:'If.\:\, JO EI'H 
S TTON, FRAP.:K RADAZEWSKI, TA).'ISIA 
CNIE\n.: .. OWSKI. 
JiNGLJS/1- ]0HN CURRY, CARL CI-IRELP.:ER, FR:\ K 
RADAZEW KI, JO. EPH SUTTON. 
ARJJ'JJA.!ETJC-JOH:\ ZU~T, H.\ROLD GOJUIAN, 
EDWARD 'CHU;\L\ CHER . 
.lAT!A- JOHN C RRY, FRA).'K R .\ DAZE\\'SKI, JOHN 
CZERBACKI. 
GEOCRAPJJY- FR I\'K RADAZE\\'SKI, JO EPH UTfON, 
jOH C RRY . 
.PRNMANS!.!JP- IGP.:ATIUS MAT SKA, FRANE'. ROSIKSKJ, 
IOHI\' ZUNT. 
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ENGLISH LITERATURE. 
The Gold i\fedal, donated by Rt. Rev. fgr. T. P. Thorpe for the 
best English Essay', competed for by the student of Junior 
and Sophomore, was awarded to 
\VILLI J- ( . NA H . 
'ext in merit:-
JAMES A. CU:-.D II S, THOI\IA J. O'REILLY, EDWARD 
C. FA SNACHT. 
ubject: "The peeches of Brutus and Antony in 'hakes-
peare 's Julius Cresar, Act III, cenes r and 2 . " 
.. 
ST. IGNATIU COLLEGE, 1902 - 1903 . 
GERMAN COURSE. 
Lite r ature . 
F IRST CLASS. 
Premium:-
JOSEPH . CHLITl . 
Distinguished:-
CHARLES A. ZENKERT, JA?IIE WE1 Z, ERWI T 
WACHSMAN:t\. 
SF:CO:\'IJ CLA. • 
P remium:-
TI-IO 1A J. O'REILLY. 
Distinguished :-
JOSEPH SPA 10\V KI, WILLIAM F. M TH. 
THIRD CJ..AS • 
Premium:-
JOSEPH BARTELME, JOHN LEI\:Z. 
Distinguished:-
EDGAR Z RLL DEN, ALBAr PREU ER, GEORGE 
KAJ\1PMA 1 , BENJAMI LING. 
FOURTH Cl..A S. 
Premium:-
WE CESLAS NOWAK. 
Distinguished :-
EDWARD B RKE, EDWARD CO 1RY, RICHARD 
GIBBOr . 
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Grar.,...,n,ua"'. 
FIRST C L,\ SS. 
Premium :-
JOlT T CASEY. 
Distinguished :-
JOir).T ~11~ RIC KI ·:L, H.\RRV D l~lllP EY, FR:\ :-\K ~lll\ARIK. , 
Cllt\RLK D'>.' , EDWARD ' ,\ll iLL. 
S EC0::-11) CL.\SS. 
Premium:-
Distinguished : -
PETER COX, TffO:\IAS KJRB\' , EDWARD ~EARY, :\ElL 
' OLLl:\S. WTLLIA::\I r\ 1\'THOl\\· . 
THIRD CI.AS.'i. 
Premium:-
ED\\" RD KILRO\'. 
Distinguished: -
JU TIN CONKEY, FRANK WALKOWIAK, JOHN S:\IITH, 
STAt\I L~\S '1\fOLIK, JOHN BEC KA, 10 EPH 
TRAI0"0R, J OHN ZO LEK, jOSEPH 
ZYBURt\ , GEORGE BRENP.:Al\, 
GEORGE MI AZ. 
-so-
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FOURTI r CL.ISS. 
Divis ion A. 
Premium:-
JOHN l\ IARTI~. 
Distinguished in German : 
R ICH RD BRI•:i\NAN, JOSEPH :\ f LLE , JOHN R \ ' LE, 
jO rT i\ CORRICA1 , WlLLlAM IIARRINGTO~, 
\V ILUAM .:\I RPHY, JA:\lES CARVEY, 
BEK I<: J>ICT ROSIN,.KJ. 
FOURTH CLASS. 
Division B. 
Premium in German:-
IGNATIUS It\ TUSKA. 
Distinguished:-
\VlLf.IAl\1 O ' BRIE;\, CLARE! CE DIK, JO EPH KRS IN:\.. 
-- sr-
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STENOGRAPHY. 
Premium:-
GEORGE K f. IP!I[A I T 
Distinguished:-
FR:\NK L. Mir ARIO;:., AUGUST PRECHTL, HARRY 
DE!IIP EY, ED\V RD CAHILL. 
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I NSTRUME;\T ' USI::D I K OBSERVI NG CLOU D , 
T. IGNATIU COLLEGE, 1902-1903 . 
T h e Meteorological Observatory. 
The greater part of our interest and activity dur-
ing the past year was, as might have been expected, 
centered on the Ceraunograph . Beside this and the 
routine work of the ob ervatory, cloud-observations on 
new lines have absorbed the rest of our attention. 
The more interesting details of our work are embodied 
in the following report- the eighth of this observatory. 
In addition we offer a summary of meteorological 
data covering the year 1902 in com pari. on with the 
weather of the preceding thirty -two years. Conten-
tions regarding exceptional rains and tern perature are 
not infrequent and nothing but the recourse to obsen·ed 
data will settle them. We therefore hope that these 
which we offer will be of some service to our friends 
and the public at large. 
I. THE CERAUNOGRAPH (Lightning Recorder). 
The general plan of the Ceraunograph in its pre-
sent form is the same as that described in our seventh 
annual report. The arrangement of the different 
part and the general aspect affect greater simplicity 
and compactness. One decided change has been made 
in the arrangement of the coherer and decoherer. This 
change covers the difficulties, which have been experi-
enced by us with our coherer, and also by Marconi with 
his coherer of metal plugs and intermediate metal 
fi lings. At t imes these instruments will hang fire and 
remain out of action for a considerable time. This 
trouble has been removed and our graphite coherer un-
der the new condit ions seems to be fairly reliable. 
- 55 -
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The accompanying plate shows the present form 
of instrument to consist of two sections. There are 
two coherers and two relays. The first or long-range 
set is made up of a r ,ooo-ohm relay and a coherer with 
four graphite cylinders; the second or short-range set 
of a coherer with a variable number of cylinders and a 
rso-ohm relay. Both of these sets are served by the 
same battery, which may be switched to either set as 
occasion requires. 
As a rule the long-range instruments are in the 
circuit. When they go into action we generally receive 
reports of thunderstorms from one or more of the fol-
lowing places: Duluth, St. Louis, Memphis, Chatta-
nooga, Wilmington, Washington, New York, Boston, 
or Montreal. This seems to give a range of 6oo miles 
and over. 
The initial action precedes the advent of the storm 
from one to thirty-six hours. As the electric disturb-
ance advances the coherer is very busy, soon producing 
a continuous-band record, while the decoherer keeps 
up a constant clatter which finally becomes deafening. 
The battery is now switched into circuit with the 
weaker short-range section. This is less delicate and 
at first takes up and records only the more violent dis-
charges. A second pen and an ink of different color 
distinguish this record from the former, and represent 
the storm at a range of from one hundred to two hun-
dred miles. 
All the Cleveland storms, forty-two in number , 
have been recorded in 1902. Besides these we have a 
large number of other records representing passing 
storms or storms at a distance. The following is a 
- s6-
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catalogue of these storms. The indices give the differ-
ence in hours between the initial record and the arrival 
of the storm : 
March rr• Ju ne 76 J uly s' ~ Aug. rg~' 
121 7'0 20" 
302 n' 2 gil Sept. 6 '' 
April 2! 6 !25 I 51 3 * 9" 
264 qlO r 89 Oct. I 9 
May 2 " r s'' rg" 26° 
* 4" 201 6 23 36 
rgao 22 5 275 
22 23 2594 29a 
24 11 July 213 Aug. 6' 
2520 36 7' 
The average, II hours. 
•rrwo to rms on this day. 
Some of the observation~ made in connection with 
these records may be of special interest. 
The record of the Ceraunograph preceding the 
storm is, as a rule, more extensive than that which 
follows. This reminds one of the prevalence of cirrus 
clouds during the same period, and inclines to the belief 
that the electric influence extends farther forward than 
to the rear. 
Sudden and dangerous squalls are characterized 
by a sudden dense record, while those coming from a 
distance start in with a scattered record, which gradu-
ally increases. 
There are slight and limited electric disturbances 
preceding snow or hailstorms and also some of the 
rains. 
Sheet-lightning affects our instrument just as well 
as the usual form of discharge, but the taps are always 
simple. 
-57-
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The ether in advance of a thunderstorm seems to 
be under a strain, since we observe that local electric 
sparks, which at any other time are excluded by the 
resistance and adjustment of the instruments, will 
under these conditions easily produce an effect on the 
coherer. 
Many more curious observations have been made; 
but we have not as yet found occasion to test them 
and give them definite shape or solid foundation . Now 
that we have our instrument in, what seems to be, 
first-class shape we can spend the time observing its 
diverse actions and investigate the re pective causes. 
II. CLOUD OBSERVATIONS. 
By a very happy chance we are able to take 
observations of cloud-heights with a base 22, soo feet 
long and a :single theodolite. What that means, only 
he can appreciate, who has been obliged to work at the 
end of a short I ,ooo to 3,ooo-foot base, with an assis-
tant at the other end and having for an object a cloud in 
rapid motion. It is true, our work can only be carried 
on at night, and the darker it be, the better. This how-
ever will recommend the work to the professional me-
teorologist all the more, since few data of cloud heights 
and motions have been gathered during this period of 
time. 
About 4· 5 mileS. E . of our observatory a Bessemer 
steel furnace, the property of the American Steel Co., 
is located. This furnace sends forth a light which we 
have roughly estimated in m illions of candle power. 
Its intensity is such that it will illuminate the clouded 
sky far and wide for many miles. Immediately over 
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ST. IGNATIUS COLLE 'E, 1902 - 1903. 
the furnace the light forms a dense nucleus distin-
guishable from its surroundings. At times however 
there is a regular reflection towards the zenith, 
giving an exact reproduction of the opening of the 
furnace and the column of flames which issue from it. 
Now, with these two facts the data for two very 
simple problems are given. In the first case the 
nucleus of diffused light is vertically over the furnace, 
and in the second case the reflection, under the given 
conditions, must come from a surface which, according 
to the laws governing reflections, is half way between 
the observer and the object sending out the reflected 
light. Given the base 22,500 ft. and B = I r,2so, and 
2 
observing the angle of elevation with the theodolite at 
the observatory, we find the heights of clouds by the 
formula log a = log b + log tan A. 
The advantages of these conditions are apparent. 
One observer and one instrument are sufficient to 
take the necessary observation for the angles. No 
telegraph or phone line is required. The theodolite 
serving as a meridian circle for star- time is in position 
at all times and therefore hardly a minute is required 
to s·wing it into position and observe the required angle 
of elevation. 
The reliability of these observations, to our mind, 
are hardly surpassed by their simplicity. There is an 
end to the difficult work at the two ends of a short 
base in finding and fixing on some stable point in a 
cloud; to say nothing of the disappointment which 
generally follows during the work of reduction, when 
it is found that a large percentage of observations 
-59-
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must be discarded- apparently because the points 
chosen by the two observers were not identical. 
Furthermore the great length of base forms a fair 
compensation for any inaccuracy in sighting the point 
exactly over the furnace . In the case of reflection 
however there is no chance of mistake. 
Adding to all this the· scarcity of nocturnal observa-
tions and the fact that many clouds are so diffuse or 
even as to preclude an observation by day, we have 
indeed sufficient ground to hope that our work will 
bear abundant fruit , and will be a welcome addit ion 
to the extensive cloud studies prosecuted all over the 
world. 
Our observations so far have been too few to allow 
us to make any deductions or give averages. We hope 
however in our next report to be able to offer some 
interesting data. 
We acknowledge our sincere thanks to: 
Very Rev. Father Superior Jas. Rockloff, S. J.; 
Mr. G. Stoeckel, Florida; 
Mr. L. v . Szalay, Budapest; 
Mr. R . Allen, New York Section U. S. W. B.; 
The 9bservatories of Creighton, Georgetown, 
Jersey, and Stony hurst; 
The U. S. Weather Bureau at Washington and 
Cleveland; 
The Hydrographic Office of Cleveland; 
The Weather Bureau of the Philippine Islands: 
T he observatory at Havana, Cuba; 
The Pueblo observatory , Mexico; 
And to many others who have assisted and en-
couraged us. 
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MO THLY METEOROLOGICAL 
su M~1ARY FOR I 902 • 
. . AT .. 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE 
OBSER V TORY . 
Barometer pre sure aud meaos of the last 32 years are takoo from 
data published by the . . Weather Bureau . 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, 1902 1903 . 
January, 1902. 
;\lean atmospheric 
Highest " 
Lowest 
pressure . . . 
.. 2 th . 
r2th . 
Mean temperature . . . 
Highest " *2d . 
Lowest 28th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(;reatest daily range . . . ..... ... . . 
Total precipitation including melted snow . . . 
Greatest amount in 24 hours . . . . . . . . . . 
No. of days with .01 in. or more precipitation . 
No. of clear clays . . . . . 
Ko. of partly cloudy clays . 
No. of cloudy days .. . . 
Prevailing wind direction . 
'o. of thunderstorms . .. 
Range of ground temperature (4 ft.) . . . . . . . . 
Last 32 years for this month. 
TE~IPERATURE: H ighest mean r So .. 
Lowest " 1875 . . 
:-rean for the 32 years 
PRECIP!Tt\TION: Greatest. 187-1 . . . . . 
Least, 1871 . . . . . . 
Mean for the 32 years 
'' And on other days. 
February, 1902. 
Mean atmospheric pressure . 
Highest " " qth . 
Lowest 2 th . 
Mean temperature 
Highest •· 28th 
Lowest 5th 
Greatest daily range . 
Total precipitation including melted snow . 
Greatest amount in 2-1 hours . . . . . . . . 
No. of days with .01 in. or more precipitation . 
No. of clear days . . . . . 
No. of partly cloudy days . 
No. of cloudy days .. . . 
Prevailing wind direction . 
'o. of thunderstorms 
Range of ground temperature (-I ft.) . 
Last 32 years for this month. 
T EMPERATURE: 
P RECIPITATION: 
H ighest mean, I 82 . .. 
Lowe. t mean, 1875, r885 . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
Greatest, r887 . . . . . 
Least, I887 . . . . . . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
-62-
. 2<).97 in. 
. 30.90 in. 
. 29.6-1 in. 
. 26o 
. 47° 
30 
. 270 
. o.q-1 in . 
. 0.25 in. 
. 10 
. 5 
. 12 
.q 
w 
. 40° 
. 170 
. 27° 
5.6r in. 
0.3 r in. 
2.-13 in. 
. 29.7 in. 
· 30.46 in. 
. 28.95 in. 
. 22° 
. 6oo 
. - -10 
. 26° 
. 0.59 in. 
. o. 34 in. 
. II 
3 
. 5 
. 20 
.w 
.o 
-10° 40° 
. 37° 
. 16° 
. 27° 
7· 73 in. 
9· IS in. 
2.69 in. 
• 
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narch, 190:2. 
Mean atmospheric 
Highest ·• 
Lowest 
pressure .. . 
18th 
31st . 
Mean temperature 
Highest " I2th . 
Lowest 1 th . 
Greatest daily range 
Total precipitation including m elted snow . 
Greatest amount in 24 hours . . . . . . . . 
No. of days with .or in. or more precipitation . 
To. of clear days . . . . . . 
No. of partly cloudy days . . 
No. of cloudy days .. ... 
Prevailing wind directions . 
o. of thunderstorms . . . . 
Range of ground temperature (4 ft.) . 
Las t 3 :2 years for this month. 
TEMPERAT IJ RJ,:: Highest mean, r87I, I 98 
Lowest mean, r88s . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
PRECIPITATION: Greatest, 1877 . . . . . 
Least, r8 5 . . . . . . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
First thunderstorm, uth. 
April, 190:2. 
Mean atmospheric pressure . . . 
H ighest •. .. I 5th . 
Lowest 26th . 
Mean temperature 
Highest " 22d 
Lowest 5th 
Greatest daily range . . 
Total precipitation including melted snow 
Greatest a mount in 2-t hours . . . . . . . 
No. of days with .or in. or more precipitation 
No. of clear days . . . . . 
o. of partly cloudy days . 
No. of cloudy clays . . . . 
P revailing wind direction 
N o. of thunderstorms . . . 
R ange of ground temperature (4 ft) 
Las t 32 years for this month. 
TEMPERATURE: Highest mean, I 878, '96 . . 
L owest mean 1874, 'So, '98 . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
PRECIPITATION: Greatest, -- . . . . . 
L east , -- . . ... . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
L ast snow on 8t h . 
L ast frost on I 5th. 
. 30.00 in. 
· 30-42 in. 
. 29.25 in. 
. 40° 
. 70° 
. I o 
. 29o 
. 2.07 in. 
. o.63 in. 
. I2 
.II 
·o.l 
. r6 
. s 
·3 
. o-100 o-~60 
. 43° 
. 2--lo 
. 34° 
6.34 in. 
o. 7 in. 
2. 7I in. 
. 29.95 in. 
. 30.2 in. 
· 29.35 in . 
. 47° 
. 40 
. 290 
. 38° 
. I.52 in. 
. o. 75 in. 
. 8 
. II 
. 5 
. q 
. NW 
.2 
. 53° 
' -tOo 
. 46° 
5·3 in. 
0.99 in. 
2.19 in. 
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nay, 190 2. 
~lean atmospheric pressure . . . 
Highest " " 1oth . 
Lowest 6th . 
Mean temperature 
Highest " 22° 
Lowest 10° 
Greatest daily range 
Total precipitation . . . . . 
Greatest amount in 24 hours . 
o. of days with .or in. or more precipitation 
No. of clear clays . . . . 
No. of partly cloudy days . 
N"o. of cloudy days . . . . 
Prevailing wind direction . 
No. of thunderstorms . . . 
Range of ground temperature (4 ft.) . 
Last 32 years for this month. 
TE~IPERATURE: Highest mean, r o, 1896 
Lowest mean, r882 .. 
Mean for the 32 years . 
PR~:CIPITATJON: Greate t, r883 ..... 
Least, r877 . . . . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
June, 1902. 
. 30.04 in. 
. 30.35 in. 
. 29.70 in. 
. sso 
. 90 
. 33° 
37° 
. 3.21 in. 
· 0.35 in. 
. I2 
. r6 
. 8 
. 7 
.w 
. 66° 
52° 
58° 
6.so in. 
o.67 in. 
3.30 in. 
Mean a tmospheric pressure . . . . 29.93 in. 
Highest " •· rst . . 30.2 in . 
Lowest 25th · 29.34 in. 
:\lean temperature . 65° 
Highest " rsth . 88° 
Lowest 9th . . 44° 
Greatest dai ly range. . . . . . . . . .... . ...... 31° 
Total precipitation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9·43 in. 
Greatest amount in 24 hour· . . . . . . . . . . . r. 57 in. 
No. of days with .or in. or more precipitation . . r8 
No. of clear days . . . . . . 14 
No. of partly cloudy days . . 8 
No. of cloudy days . . . . . 8 
Prevailing wind direction . . NW 
No. of thunderstorms . . . ro 
R ange of ground temperature (4 ft.) 58° 6o0 
Last 32 years for this month. 
T EMPERATURE: H ighest mean, 1892, 1895 . 
Lowest mean, 1878, r889 
Mean for the 32 years . 
P RECIPITATION: Greatest , (I ext) r8 5 . 
L east, r893 . . . . . . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
. 71° 
. 65° 
. 68° 
7.22 in. 
o.89 in. 
3.66 in . 
... ST. IG~ A T IUS COLLEGE, 1902- 1903. 
July, 1902. 
Mean atmospheric pres~ure 
Highest " " IIth 
Lowest zoth, zrst 
Mean temperature 
Highest " *7th 
Lowest I r th 
Greatest daily range . 
Total precipitation . . 
Grealest amount in 24 hours . 
1 o. of clays with .01 in. or more prccipilation 
N o. of clear days . . . . . 
o. of partly doudy days . 
~o. of cloudy days . . . . 
Prevailing wind direction . 
No. of thunderstorms . 
Range of ground temperature (4ft.) . 
Last 32 y ears for this month . 
TEMPERATURE: Highest mean, I 72, I g, rgor . 
Lowesl mean, 1877, r8qr . 
~Iean for the 32 years . 
PREClPlTAT!O:>: Greatest, 187 . . . . . 
Least, r8 I . . . . . . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
•And on other days. 
August, 1902. 
:Mean atmospheric pressure 
H ighest " " 12th 
Lowest 7th 
Mean temperature 
Highest ·• 
L owest 
31St . 
qth . 
Greatest. daily range . . 
Total precipitation . . . 
Greatest amount in 24 hours . . . 
No. of day with .or in. or more precipitation . 
o. of clear days . . . . . 
.L o of partly cloudy clays . 
ro. of cloudy days . .. . 
P revailing wind d irection . 
No. of thunderstorms . .. 
Range of ground temperature (4 ft.) . 
Last 32 years for this month. 
T EMPERATURE: H ighest mean, 1900 · · 
L owest mean, r 885 . . 
Mean for t he 32 years . 
P RECIPITATION: Greatest , I 7I . • . • . 
L east, r88r . . . . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
-6s -
30.oo in. 
. 30.26 in. 
. zg. 75 in. 
• jZo 
. 920 
. 510 
. 27° 
. 4·94 in. 
. r.o6 in. 
. I6 
. 22 
. 3 
. 6 
.w 
II 
. 61° 67° 
. 70° 
. 68° 
. 72° 
i·97 in. 
o.go in. 
3.58 in. 
. 30.00 in. 
. 30.22 in. 
. 29.64 in . 
. 67° 
. 90 
49° 
2 0 
. I. 72 in . 
. o.8o in. 
·9 
. 23 
·4 
4 
.NW 
·4 
67° 66° 
. 75° 
. 66° 
70° 
8.30 in. 
o.q in. 
2.98 in. 
, T . IG ATIUS COLLEGE, 1902- 1903. 
September, 1902. 
Mean atmospheric pressure 
Highest " " qth 
Lowest 27th 
Mean temperature 
Highest " 
Lowest 
•sth 
*qth 
Greatest daily range . . 
Total precipitation . .. 
Greatest amount in 24 hours . . . 
o. of days with .or in. or more precipitation . 
ro. of clear days . . . . . 
o. of partly cloudy days . 
r o. of cloudy days . . . . 
Prevailing wind direction . 
No. of thunderstorms .. . 
Range of ground temperature (4ft.) . 
Last 32 years for this month. 
TEMPERATURE : Highest mean ..... 
Lowest mean . . . . . 
;'.lean for the 32 years . 
PRECIPITATION: Greatest, 1878 . . . . 
Least, I 73 ..... . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
*And on otbor days. 
October, 1902. 
Mean atmospher ic pressure . . . 
Highest " " 31st. 
L owest 13th 
Mean temperature 
Highest '' *24 
Lowest *29 
Greatest daily range .. 
Total precipitation . . . 
Greatest amount in 24 hours . . 
o. of days with .or in. or more precipitation . 
No. of clear days . ... . 
ro. of partly cloudy days . 
o. of cloudy days . . . . 
Prevailing wind direction . 
No. of thunderstorms ... 
R ange of ground temperature (4 ft.) . 
Last 32 years for this month. 
T EMPERATURE: Highest mean, IQOO •• 
Lowest mean, r 95 . . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
PRECIPITATION: Greatest, I 81 . . . . . 
Least r87 r . . . . . . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
F irst frost 29th. 
-66-
. 30.00 in. 
. 30.32 in. 
. 29.57 in. 
. 63° 
0 530 
.. p o 
0 290 
.84 in. 
. 1.05 in. 
·14 
0 !3 
0 10 
• 7 
.W 
·3 
0 66° 64° 
0 720 
. 6oo 
0 640 
9·30 in. 
o. 5 in. 
3· 38 in. 
. 30. o6 in . 
. 30.52 in. 
. 29.5 7 in. 
5,0 0 .) 
0 760 
0 320 
0 330 
. 2. 44 in. 
. o.Ss in. 
0 13 
· 9 
II 
. I I 
w 
. 61° 
. 46° 
0 530 
5· 79 in. 
o.6o in. 
2.57 in. 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE, 1902- 1903. 
November, 1902. 
Mean atmospheric pressure 
Highest " " rst . 
Lowest 26th 
Iean ten1perature 
Highe. t '' 2d 
Lowest 29th 
Greatest daily range . . . . 
Total precipitation, including melted snow . 
Greatest amount in 24 hours . . . . . . . . 
No. of days with .or in. or more precipitation . 
'o. of clear days .... . 
~o. of partly cl?u.dy clays .. . 
No. of cloudy clays . . . . . . 
Prevailing wind direction ... 
o. of thunder ·torms . . . . . 
Range of ground temperature (4 ft.) . 
Last 32 years for this month. 
TEMPERATURE : H ighest mean, 1896, 1899 . 
L owest mean, 18 o . . 
~lean for the 32 years . 
PRECIPITATION : Greatest, 1891 . . . . . 
Least 1899 . . . . . . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
First snow 26th. 
December, 1902. 
Mean atmospheric pr·essure ... 
.. qth. 
2d 
Ilighest '' 
Lowest 
Mean temperature 
Highest " 
Lowest 
21St . 
31st . 
Greatest daily range . . . 
Total precipitation, including melted snow .... . .. . 
Greatest amount in 24 hours . . . . 
ro. of days with .or or more precipitation . 
No. of clear days . . · 
No. of partly cloudy days . . . 
No. of cloudy days .... . . 
Prevailing wind direction . . . 
No. of thunderstorms ... . . 
R ange of ground temperature (4 ft.) . 
Last 32 years for this month. 
TEMPERATURE: Highest mean, r 88q .. 
Lowest mean, 1876 . . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
P RECIPITATION: Greatest, 1873 . · · . 
Least, r812 . .. .. . 
Mean for the 32 years . 
. 30.06 in. 
. 30.41 in. 
· 29.44 in. 
. 4 0 
. 73° 
· 2i0 
. 31° 
1.63 in. 
. o.so in. 
.q 
. 7 
. 5 
. r8 
.sw 
.o 
5 7° 54° 
. 44° 
. 52° 
. 40° 
5.41 in. 
o.62 in. 
2.78 in. 
. 30.0 in. 
. 30.5 in. 
. 29.37 in. 
. 28° 
•• o 
. )) 
• 50 
. 23° 
. 3· 12 in. 
. o. 6o in. 
. I S 
. 5 
2 
. 24 
.sw 
.o 
54° 48° 
. 42° 
. 20° 
. 31° 
5.40 in. 
o. 73 in. 
2. 57 in . 
ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE. 1902- 1903. 
Mean atmospheric 
Highest · · 
Lowest 
Year 1902. 
pressure . . . . . 
'' Jan. 28th 
Feb. 28th 
~lean temperature 
Highest " July *7th .... . 
Lowest Feb. sth . . . . . 
Greatest daily range. October . . . . 
Total precipitation. including melted snow . 
Greatest amount for one month, June ... 
No. of days on which .or in. or more precipitation 
No. of clear days .... 
No. of partly cloudy clays . . 
No. of cloudy clays . . . . . . . . .. 
Prevailing wind direction . . . . . . 
o. ot thunderstorms . . . . . . . . . 
Range of ground temperature (4 ft. ) . 
Mean temperature of the year for 32 years, 49°. 
. 29.9 in. 
. 30.C)O in. 
. 2 ·95 in. 
. 49° 
. 920 
. -..jo 
. 33° 
. 36.44 in. 
. 9·43 in. 
. ISO 
. 139 
·77 
. 149 
. w 
Total yearly precipitation. mean of 32 years, 34· 84 in. 
~And on o~bor days. 
-68-
I 
.... 
School reopens Tuesday, September 8, 190.3. 
Entrance Examinations will be held Sept. 4 and S. 
L. D. S. 
